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Some topological applications are given for Taubes’ theorem on nonexistence of certain definite 
4-manifolds with periodic ends. In particular, it is shown that the group of topologically slice 
knots up to smooth concordance is larger than iZ, even module torsion. A corollary of the proof 
is that there are uncountably many ditfeomorphism types of Casson handles. A specific collection 
of doubled knots is exhibited, no two members of which are smoothly concordant. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 57M25, 37N13; 
gauge theory Whitehead double 
1. Introduction 
Donaldson’s theorem [3] on the nonexistence of nonstandard, definite 4-manifolds 
has had myriad applications in topology. In conjunction with Freedman’s work, it 
implies the existence of exotic smooth structures on [w4. With more effort it yields 
a countably infinite family of exotic [w4’s [8], as well as a countably infinite collection 
of nondiffeomorphic Casson handles [7]. It also has numerous applications to such 
topics as knot concordance and homology spheres (for example, [2, 91). 
Taubes [lo] has generalized Donaldson’s work from closed manifolds to open 
manifolds with “periodic” ends. These ends are made from a compact piece which 
repeats endlessly toward infinity, for example, an end of the universal cover of an 
exotic S’ x S’ or S3 x S’#@P ‘. Taubes’ theorem asserts that a simply connected, 
smooth 4-manifold whose end is periodic and simply connected cannot have a 
nonstandard, definite intersection form. The principal motivation for this work is 
that it implies (by an observation of Freedman) the existence of uncountably many 
exotic [w4’s [lo, 81. Like Donaldson’s theorem, however, it has a host of other uses. 
Some applications to 4-manifolds and homology spheres are listed in [lo]. The 
present article gives some applications to knot concordance and Casson handles. 
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Roughly speaking, two knots K, and K, in S3 are smoothly concordant if there 
is a smooth annulus embedded in S’ x I with boundary K, x (0) u K, x (1). The set 
Xo,,, of smooth concordance classes of knots is an abelian group under connected 
sum. Elements of the identity class are called smoothly slice. Similarly, the topological 
concordance group YC,o, is obtained by using flat topological annuli in place of 
smooth ones. Inclusion gives a canonical epimorphism i: X,,,,+ X~o,. The latter 
group is well studied, so it is of interest to understand the difference between X,,,, 
and rt-roP, namely the kernel of i, the group of topologically slice knots up to smooth 
concordance. 
The first information about ker i was gleaned from Donaldson’s theorem and 
Freedman’s work. Casson (unpublished) showed that ker i is nontrivial. Fintushel 
and Stern [4], using different methods, showed that many pretzel knots are nontrivial 
in ker i. The author [9] showed that ker i contained elements of infinite order, and 
recently with Cochran [2] has greatly expanded the collection of knots known to 
have infinite order in ker i. 
The main result of the present paper is that ker i is in fact larger than Z, even 
modulo torsion. This follows from a key lemma, whose proof, constituting Section 
3, is an application of Taubes’ theorem. Other, related applications are given in 
Section 4. We exhibit a collection of specific knots which are distinct elements of 
infinite order in ker i. In particular, the first 7 iterated doubles of the 4-twist knot 
are distinct, even though they cannot be distinguished by earlier methods such as 
[9]. We also construct an uncountable family of nondiffeomorphic Casson handles, 
a phenomenon distinct from that of exotic Iw4’s. 
Section 2 develops algebraic machinery through which the main theorem is derived 
from the key lemma. The main tool is a relation “z” for knots. Roughly, K, 2 K. 
if there is a smooth annulus in S3 x I#( #, @P*) (1 large), algebraically disjoint from 
the C P"s, with boundary K. x (0) u K, x {l}. Although this generalizes concordance, 
it is not symmetric. (Reversinfie I factor while preserving orientation on S3 forces 
us to change the d=P2’s into @P*‘s.) The relation is also quite useful for extracting 
information from Donaldson’s theorem. See [2] for an extensive discussion of this. 
There, the relation is defined more generally, replacing #, @P* by an arbitrary 
positive definite manifold. That definition could also be used here, provided the 
manifold is required to be simply connected. 
We will work entirely in the smooth category, except when otherwise stated. AI1 
manifolds will implicitly be oriented, and embeddings will be assumed to preserve 
orientation. We will use the shorthand “tar” to denote the torsion subgroup of any 
abelian group. 
2. The main result 
Theorem 2.1. The group ker i/tar is not the integers. In particular, either it contains 
ZOZ or is a dense subgroup of the rational numbers. 
To prove this, we introduce the following relation: 
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Definition 2.2. Given knots KU and K,, we write K, 3 K, (or K,s K,) if for some 
1 there is a smooth embedding of an annulus f : S’ x I + S’ x I # (# , C P’) such that 
(1) for r=O, l,f-‘(S’xt)=S’xt andf(S’xr is the knot K,, and 
(2) f is trivial in 2-homology rel boundary. 
This relation is clearly reflexive and transitive. When I = 0, f is precisely a 
concordance from K, to K,,, so the relation is well defined on XLIIF~. Furthermore, 
the relation is compatible with the group structure on XnlFr, in the sense that 
whenever K, 2 K2 and K3 2 K, we have K,# K,, > K2# K,. For intuition, it is useful 
to note that K, s K,, whenever K,, can be obtained from K, by changing positive 
crossings to negative crossings, For further discussion of properties and applications 
of “a”, see [2]. 
Observe that the figure-eight knot is both >U and <U, where U is the unknot, 
since it can be unknotted by changing either a positive crossing or a negative crossing. 
Thus, we do not have a partial ordering on XC,,,,, . To remedy this, we define K, - K, 
to mean K, 2 K2 and K, 2 K, . Modding out by this equivalence relation, we obtain 
the partially ordered set X,,,,/--. This is a quotient group of XoIFF, since “2” is 
compatible with the group operation. We let R denote the subgroup ker i/-, with 
the given compatible partial ordering. 
Next, we mod out torsion by the following general construction: For K, , K,,E X, 
define K, > K, if for some positive integer n, nK, 3 nK,. (This is reflexive, transitive, 
and compatible with addition.) Define K = K’ if K 3 K’ and K’S K. As before, 
modding out by this equivalence relation gives a quotient group X/ = with compat- 
ible partial ordering induced by “s”. It is easy to verify that X/= is precisely the 
torsion-free group X/tar. Note that the group of interest, ker i/tar has a canonical 
epimorphism to %!/tor. 
The key lemma is the following application of Taubes’ theorem. 
Lemma 2.3. There is a sequence of’ topologically slice knots K, , K2, K3, . . , with 
K,s K,G K,a. . . s U, which all represent distinct elements qf E/tar. 
Theorem 2.1 follows from this by elementary algebra. First we show the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 2.4. Let 2 he a group-compatible partial ordering on the integers. Then 
2 is contained in 2 or c, i.e., after possibly reversing the partial order, we have that 
m 2 n implies m 2 n. 
Proof. Suppose there exist two distinct integers related by 2. Then their difference 
is d 2 0. After reversing the partial order if necessary, we may assume d > 0. Fix 
this integer d, and consider arbitrary m, n E Z with m 2 n. Then m -n 2 0, and 
d (m - n) 2 0 since d is a positive integer. If m - n were negative, we would have 
0 2 d(m - n) (since 0 2 -d). But this would imply d(m - n) = 0. Thus, we must have 
m - n 2 0, as required. 0 
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We now see that %!/tor could not be Z, or else Proposition 2.4 would show that 
only finitely many elements could exist in X/tar between K, and UJ, contradicting 
Lemma 2.3. Since Z/tar is nontrivial (by Lemma 2.3) and torsion free, it cannot 
be cyclic. But ker i/tar maps epimorphically to R/tar, so ker i/tar # Z. However 
ker i/tar contains Z (by [9], or because it is nontrivial and torsion free). The proof 
is completed (modulo Lemma 2.3) by the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. Let G be a torsion-free abelian group which does not contain Z@Z. 
Then G embeds in the rational numbers. (For G # 0, Z, the image must be dense.) 
Proof. Assume G # 0 and fix a nonzero element a E G. For any b E G, there must 
be integers m, n with n # 0, such that ma = nb. (Otherwise a and b would generate 
a Z@Z subgroup.) Define a map cp: G+Q by q(b) = m/n. It is easy to verify that 
this is a well-defined group monomorphism. 0 
Remark. Our method of proof of Theorem 2.1 does not extend to show ker i/tar # 
Z’@Z. In fact, the latter group admits a dense total ordering, induced from the usual 
ordering on R by the embedding I,!J :ZOZ + R, $( m, n) = m + nfi. 
3. Proof of Lemma 2.3 
At this point, we need the machinery of Casson towers and Casson handles. Basic 
references for this are [l, 51. Our arguments could also be adapted to the newer 
technology involving capped gropes. We should think of Casson handles and towers 
as being “like” 2-handles. In particular, they are implicitly pairs of spaces, where 
the subspace is the attaching circle. Any embedding of one such object in another 
will be assumed to be pairwise and to preserve ambient and string orientations 
(although the string orientations will not be of major concern). 
We need one other type of “handle-like” object. Given an arbitrary knot K in 
S’= aB4, let h, denote the pair (B4, K). Note that hK embeds in hK, in the above 
sense if and only if K is concordant to K’. (Here is where we must keep track of 
string orientations. This need not concern us, however, since all knots appearing in 
this section are invertible by construction.) 
If h and h’ are “handle-like”, i.e., Casson handles, towers, or of the form hK, we 
will call an embedding Ir v h’#(#,@P’) null if, in addition to the above conditions, 
h represents [h’] in the relative 2-homology of h’##,@ P2. That is, the embedding 
is null if h is algebraically disjoint from the CP”s. In particular, h, admits a null 
embedding in hK,##, C P2 for sufficiently large I if and only if K s K’. 
Given an n-stage Casson tower T,,, n > 2, we can construct a canonical knot K 
for which there exist null embeddings T,_,-, hK -+ T,##,@P’ for 1 sufficiently 
large. (Here, T,_, denotes the subtower of T, consisting of the first n - 1 stages.) 
At each kink in the top stage of T,,, we blow up a CP2 (with the standard orientation). 
This converts the ambient space into T,##, @ P2, where I is the number of top stage 
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kinks. The top stage core disks are converted into embedded disks. At each kink 
the relevant core disk has been diverted twice over the new @P*. At a positive kink, 
these two sheets cancel algebraically, but at a negative kink they add, changing the 
framing by 4 twists. (Here, we define framings homologically as in [l, 51. For a 
discussion of “blowing up” see, for example, [6, Section 31.) Let h denote a regular 
neighborhood of the core of T,_, together with the new embedded disks. Then h 
looks like an n-stage tower with its first n - 1 stages equivalent to T,_, , except that 
the top stage of h consists of standard handles (with no kinks) attached with incorrect 
framings. It follows that h is diffeomorphic to B4, but the attaching circle forms 
some knot K in the boundary, i.e., h = hK as a pair. The required embeddings are 
immediate from the construction. The second embedding is null because the 
homology class of h, in T, # #, C P2 is determined by the first stage core disk, which 
is disjoint from the @ P”s. 
We construct the knots of Lemma 2.3 as follows: Let M be the manifold 
C P*##, C P* for m sufficiently large. Let x E Hz(M) be a class of square -1 whose 
orthogonal complement under the intersection pairing is nondiagonalizable, e.g., 
E,O 0 m_8 (1). Let CH be a Casson handle such that if we glue CH to B4 along 
an unknot with framing - 1, the resulting manifold CH u B4 embeds in M represent- 
ing the class x. This setup is easy to obtain from Casson’s work [l]; see [6, Section 
21 or [9, Section 21 for details. Let T,, denote the first n stages of CH. By blowing 
up additional @P”s if necessary, we may assume T, has no positive kinks. (This 
does not affect the algebra, since T, will be algebraically disjoint from the new C PZrs.) 
For i = 1, 2, 3,. . . , apply Freedman’s reimbedding theorem [5] to the top 5 stages 
of T,,,, ,, to obtain a Casson handle CH, embedded in T5,,+,, whose first 5i stages 
agree with T5,. Now apply our canonical construction to the first 5i + 1 stages of 
CH, to obtain a knot K, with null embeddings TsI 9 h,, L, CH,# #, @ P*. Since CH, 
embeds in Tsc,+,,, this gives null embeddings hK, 9 hK, + ,##! fiZ P’, so K, s K, G K, G 
. . . as required. Since each hK, contains T5 which contains a topological 2-handle 
by Freedman’s theorem, each K, is topologically slice. 
We now verify that each K, G U by showing U G - Ki, where - Ki is the concordance 
inverse of Ki, or K, with reversed ambient and string orientations. Observe that hK, 
contains T,, which is a kinky handle with only negative kinks. Reversing ambient 
orientation, we see that hk,, contains a kinky handle with only positive kinks. We 
can remove these by blowing up C P*‘s. Thus, a standard 2-handle = h,, admits a 
null embedding in kK,##,@Pz, and Us-K,. 
It remains to show, using Taubes’ theorem, that the knots K, , K2, K,, . . . are all 
distinct in X/tar. It suffices to assume that for some i, K,,, Q K,, and derive a 
contradiction. For h, h’ “handle-like”, we use the notation h kj h’ to represent the 
pair formed by gluing h to h’ along a standard ball-pair. Thus, h, b h,, = hKsK., 
and CH h CN’ is essentially a Casson handle. Our assumption is that for some 
n > 0, nK,+, 5 nK,. Thus, we have null embeddings b,, CH, L, b,, Tsc,+,,v h,, hK,, , = 
h nK,+, v h,K, ##,,CPp’- (b,, CH,)#(#,@P’). In particular, for sufficiently large /, 
Q,, CH, admits a null embedding with compact closure in (b,, CH,)#(#,@ P2). 
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Recall that our original Casson handle CH was chosen so that CH u B4 embeds 
in M representing x in Hz(M). But CH, embeds in CH, and b, CH, embeds in CH, 
as a refinement (using the canonical embedding of h,_, CH, in a standard 2-handle). 
Thus, (b,, CH,)u B4 embeds in M representing x. 
Let U denote the interior of (h, CH,) u B4. By Freedman’s theorem [S], CH, is 
homeomorphic to an open 2-handle. Since b, CH, is glued to B4 along an unknot 
with framing -1, U is homeomorphic to a Hopf bundle, @P*-point. (It cannot be 
diffeomorphic to @P2-point, otherwise the embedding of U in M would result in 
a smooth decomposition M = @P’#N. Since the first summand would represent 
x E H,(M), the intersection form on N would be the orthogonal complement of x. 
This is nonstandard by construction, violating Donaldson’s theorem.) 
Our assumption K;+, Q Ki has given us a smooth embedding i : U - U ##, @P’ 
with compact closure, preserving the 2-homology class [U]. Let V denote a collar 
of the end of U, homeomorphic to S’x Iw and collaring the end of U##,CP* 
disjointly from i(U). Let W denote U##,UZP’ minus i( U - V), i.e., the region 
between V and i(V), inclusive. Since i(V) is homeomorphic to S3 x Iw, it is easy to 
see that W is l-connected and positive definite. (In fact, it is homeomorphic to 
(#,@P*) - (2 points), by Freedman theory.) 
We form a new manifold N as follows: Let j: U-t M be our given embedding. 
Let M,, denote M minus j( U - V), an open manifold with end collared by j(V). 
MO is simply connected, with nonstandard, positive definite intersection form. Let 
N be the manifold obtained from MO Ll ( W x (0, 1,2, . . .}) by identifying j( V) with 
Vx{O}, and i(V)x{k} with Vx{k+l} for k=O, 1, 2,. ., using the obvious 
diffeomorphisms. The manifold N is l-connected and end-periodic in the sense of 
Taubes [lo]. Since the intersection form of N is definite and not diagonalizable, 
we have violated Taubes’ theorem. Thus, we could not have had K,,, < K,, and the 
proof of Lemma 2.3 is complete. 0 
4. Other applications 
The method of Section 3 also yields the following results. Let Cc [0, l] denote 
the standard Cantor set. 
Proposition 4.1. There is an uncountable family of Casson handles { CH, 1 t E C} with 
no two difleomorphic. For s < t in C, CH, =+ CH, with compact closure. For s > t in C, 
there is no embedding CH, L, CH, (or even a null embedding CH,S v CH,# # I CP’). 
There is a nested family of exotic 2-handles parametrized by R, with similar properties. 
Note that this is distinct from the phenomenon of exotic [w4’s in that the interior 
of any Casson handle is diffeomorphic to the standard [w4 by an easy engulfing 
argument. 
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Proof. Let CH be as constructed in Section 3. By Freedman’s construction [5, 
Theorem 5.31 we may find a nested family of Casson handles in CH, parametrized 
by a Cantor set, with CH, - CH, with compact closure whenever s < t. If there were 
a null embedding CH, 9 CH,##, C P2 for s > t, we would have a null embedding 
CH, - CH,##, @P* with compact closure. The argument of Section 3 would yield 
a contradiction. To obtain the R-family of exotic 2-handles, identify CH as D2 x l@ 
topologically, and consider the handles D’ x D,, D, the ball of radius t in R*. 0 
Our final result concerns some specific elements of ker i which can be distinguished 
from each other via the methods of Section 3. 
The double DK of a knot K is the knot obtained from the curve inside the pictured 
solid torus (Fig. 1) by embedding this torus in S3 as a tubular neighborhood of K. 
We require the embedding to be untwisted relative to the O-framed longitude of K. 
Note that the clasp is negative. This is the opposite orientation convention from 
[2]. (To recover the other convention, reverse all ambient orientations and replace 
“cc_” by “z=. ) Define D’K = K and D”‘K = D(D”-‘K). By Freedman’s work, DK 
is in ker i for any K. 
Let K, denote the 4-twist knot, obtained from the pictured curve (Fig. 1) by 
introducing 4 full right-hand twists in the solid torus. It was shown in [9] that the 
knots D”‘K4, 1 s m ~7, have infinite order in ker i. These knots could not be 
distinguished from each other, however, since they all have the same “kinkiness” 
invariant. Taubes’ theorem clarifies the situation. 
Fig. 1. 
Proposition 4.2. The knots D”‘K4, 1 s m s 7 represent distinct elements of ker i (and 
of X). 
Proof. Let T,, denote the n-stage tower with exactly one kink at each stage, and all 
kinks negative. As in Section 3, we form the canonical knot K with null embeddings 
T,_,-, hK of T,,#@P*, by blowing up the top stage kink of T,,. The pair hK is 
obtained from T,_, by adding a 2-handle to the top stage, with framing 4. (This is 
the self-intersection number of 2[CP’] in CP’.) By elementary Kirby calculus, K 
is seen to be D”-*K,. (See [9, Lemma 2.21.) It follows immediately that K,G DK,s 
D’K,s.. .sU. 
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In [9, Lemma 2.31 it was shown that T8u B4 embeds in M representing x as in 
Section 3. Furthermore, the complement is simply connected. Thus, by Casson’s 
construction [l] or [5, addendum to Theorem 3.21 we may extend T, to a Casson 
handle CH, which represents x in M. 
Now we apply Freedman’s reimbedding theorem to the top of T,, to obtain a 
Casson handle CH2c T,,. This procedure preserves the first 8 stages. Let CH be a 
common refinement of CH, and CH2, so that T, 9 CH L, T,,, and CH u B4 rep- 
resents x in M. 
It follows that we cannot have D’K,s D’K,. Otherwise, we would have null 
embeddings CH-* T,,q h,,qK,q h,hK,##,@P2v T,##,+, CP’-2 CH##,+, @P’, 
and the method of Section 3 would yield a contradiction. More generally, we cannot 
have D”‘K, s D”K4 (or even D’“K, < D”K4) for n + 3 G m G 9, m 2 4 (by replacing 
T8 and T,” by shorter towers). 
We wish to show that D”‘K, and D”K1 are distinct in 2 for 1s n < m s 7. For 
m -n 2 3, we are done. Now observe that doubling preserves s: KG K’ implies 
DK s DK’. Thus, if D “t2Kq s D”K4 for some n d 5, we obtain D’K4 G D7 K, s 
DSK4, a contradiction. Similarly, D”+‘K 4~ D”K, for some n d 6 implies D”K,a 
D8 K4 s D7K4 d D6 K,. This exhausts all cases. q 
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